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THE GAEL FORCE GLOBE
27 Years of Molding the Future

A CULTURE OF PRODUCTIVITY
Gael Force is a non-profit organization based out of Clinton
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Massachusetts. The team consists of students of Clinton High
School, FIRST mentors and engineers from Nypro, the
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community, and beyond the Clinton community. The mission of
Gael Force is: To create a hands-on positive learning
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experience through science and technology for the youth of
the Clinton Public School System.
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In order to create a positive hands-on learning experience

Keep and Eye Out For - 4

through science and technology for the youth of the Clinton
High School system we build a competition robot during a sixweek build season to complete a specific game challenge
each year. Each year, March through April, we compete at
district events as well as at the championship competition.
After the official FIRST season is over the team also competes
at off season competitions and further develops team
resources (i.e. programming, prototyping, fundraising, and
community outreach).
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A NEW YEAR FOR GAEL FORCE
Katie, Mentor on Gael Force

WHERE TO FIND US:
Email
FRCTeam126@gmail.com
Website
Team126.org
Facebook
FIRST Robotics Team 126 - Gael Force
Twitter
@FRCTeam126
Instagram
FRCTeam126
Snapchat
GaelForce126

Many things have changed for

Co-Lead Mentor Paul Morrison,

Gael Force this year. For

the Tech teacher at CHS has

starters, we've moved

continuously said "more

operations to Clinton High

learning happens outside of the

School. One of the biggest

classroom." With the move and

reasons for this is to open up

the new equipment, the FIRST

work hours for students; now

Robotics program at CHS has

basketball players, students

turned into a 5-credit course for

involved in theatre, and students students to take. Students will
who work are able to join the

be able to present projects on

team knowing their other

what they've learned in the

passions won't stop them from

program, research new topics in

contributing to robotics.

engineering, and learn and
create with the new equipment.

Another reason for the move is
because the team has acquired

Gael Force will still be working

more equipment. A ShopeSabre

closely with NYPRO, a Jabil

CNC Router is one of the

Company. The game playing

newest additions to the team

field will stay at NYPRO for

and has found its home at the

team use, and will be

wood-shop at CHS. A Cricut Air

operations home for the drive

Explore 2 has also found its way team later in the season.

'INSPIRING STUDENTS TO
THINK CRITICALLY,
EXPERIMENT OPENLY,
ACHIEVE GOALS, AND FIND
THEIR PASSIONS. WE
STRIVE TO DRIVE CHANGE
BY GETTING INVOLVED.”

to CHS as an addition to the

NYPRO engineers and

Awards team on Gael Force.

employees have also been a

Not only will these machines be

big help to the team over the

available to Gael Force

years and their support still

students, but to the school as

shows as they continue to

tools for curriculum.

volunteer!

- Jorge Martinez Sr., Lead Mentor
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THE CRUSH-OFF
Charles, Student on Gael Force
Once a year, Gael Force ushers

That is what the competition is all

in the school year with a start

about: working together,

for the team that begins long

regardless of whether you’ve

before the official FIRST

known your teammates for years

Robotics season has kicked off.

or days, and understanding the

In late November, the high

process that students can expect

school calls one and all to its

to encounter throughout the year

doors; an open invitation is
made to students, staff, youth
groups, and community
members to join Clinton’s
robotics team in a friendly
competition that often becomes
a battle against time. The rules
are simple: use your given kit of

as a member of Team 126. Team
bonding has always been a
priority, so much so that the
Spirit Award was created. Yes,
alongside the first and second

All jokes aside, Team 126 is grateful
year after year for the mentors that
offer their time to help teach and learn
with the students, while also having a
fun time passing on some wisdom for
the entirety of a week. Between
history teachers and engineers, young
and old, men and women, Gael Force
has become the epitome of a diverse
program, and that remains one of our
proudest accomplishments.

place trophies, multiple awards
are given out at the end of the
competition. After all the bridges
are crushed, and the teams have

wood pieces, string, and glue to

been ranked, a panel of judges

assemble a bridge that will hold

(friendly faced voluntarily

more weight than any other

sourced right from our own

competitors. The catch? A team

community) announces their

of randomly selected students

selections for the awards.

and adult leader build each

Awards range from one that

bridge, and they have exactly 1

recognizes the team with the

week to design and build their

most aesthetically pleasing

bridge. That’s right, a group

design to another that declares

could be created out of 5

the team of students that were all

rookies, but if they’re able to put

but abandoned by their leading

their minds together and take on

mentor!
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the challenge strategically, they
become more than a formidable
force.
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2019 Winners of the Bridge Build Competition
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SCHOLARSHIP NIGHT
Katie, Mentor on Gael Force

KEEP AND EYE OUT FOR:
Scholarship Night #2

On Monday, December 10th, Gael Force
held its first ever scholarship night. In an
effort to show students the scholarship

December 20, 2018
6:00PM-7:30PM
CHS, room 104

opportunities through FIRST and
beyond, mentors Katie McGown and

FIRST Launch 2019 Kick-Off

Paige Tencati put together a two night

January 5, 2019

event to support students in finding and

10:00AM-4:00PM

writing scholarships. Students and

CHS, Auditorium

parents from Clinton and surrounding
communities attended the first night of
the event where a short presentation
was given, it can now be found and
downloaded at Team126.org/resources-

Fundraising will be rolling out soon, if you

for-teams.

would like to support a Gael Force
A second scholarship night will be held

student, contact us at

on Thursday, December 20th at 6:00pm

FRCTeam126@gmail.com

at Clinton High School room 104.
Attendees are asked to bring in a rough
draft of a scholarship essay that can be
reviewed and edited.

2019 Events
New England District Events:

FIRST Championship:

Southern NH -Week 3: March 16 & 17, 2019
Bedford, NH

Detroit -Week 9: April 24-28, 2019
Detroit, MI

Central MA- Week 5: March 30 & 31, 2019
Shrewsbury, MA

Thank You For Reading!
Next Issue: January 7, 2019

